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The tech industry is being plagued by moral and ethical issues as top players are increasingly becoming explicit about
prioritizing profits over people or planet. Recent times are rift with cases of tech companies actively selling facial
recognition technology to law enforcement agencies, helping ICE separate immigrant families, taking large contracts
with the Department of Defense, accelerating the extraction of fossil fuels, deployment of surveillance technology. As
the US gets alarmingly dangerous for minority groups, asylum seekers and other vulnerable communities, it has
awakened the tech worker community to organize for keeping their employers in check. They have been grouping
together to push back against ethically questionable decisions made by their employers using the hashtag
#TechWontBuildIt since 2018. Most recently, several open source communities, activists and developers have strongly
demonstrated against Palantir for their involvement with ICE.
Palantir, a data analytics company, founded by Peter Thiel, one of President Trump?s most vocal supporters in Silicon
Valley, has been called out for its association with the Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE). According to
emails obtained by WNYC, Palantir?s mobile app FALCON is being used by ICE to carry out raids on immigrant
communities as well as enable workplace raids.
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